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Entry Point

Half-Hitch Knot

Thread’s Direction

= DiamonDuo™  DD Bead

Previous Steps

= Seed Bead  SB 

=  Tango™ TG Diamond 

=  Tango™ TG Bead

Please note: When instructions 
refer to “left” or “right” sides, it is 
as if looking down at the beads, 
from a bird’s eye perspective; 
as are the graphics. 

Start Here at
Seed Bead
Loop

Seed Bead Loop & Outer Ring of Starburst
1) Thread a needle with 74” of thread. Create 
a seed bead loop by threading a DD (left hole), 
then stringing 7 SB, and looping back into the 
same DD (left hole). Turn thread’s direction, and 
go back into the same DD just emerged from
(right hole). Add SB, TG (through long hole), 4 SB.

Outer Ring of Starburst
2) Continue clockwise, thread TG Diamond 
(outer holes), add 4 SB, TG (longer hole), SB, 
DD (left hole), SB, TG (longer hole).

Outer Ring of Starburst
3) Continue moving clockwise, add 4SB, through
TG Diamond (outer holes), add 4 SB, TG (longer hole), 
SB, DD (right hole). Re-thread SB, TG (longer hole).

Outer Ring of Starburst
4) Turn thread’s direction- re-entering TG (short hole).
Moving counter-clockwise, Add 2 SB, thread 
existing TG (short hole). Add SB, DD (left hole), 
then 2 SB. Continue through TG Diamond (short holes).

Outer Ring of Starburst
5) Continuing in a counter-clockwise motion, 
add 2 SB, DD (outer hole), SB, TG (short hole).
Add 2 SB, existing TG (short hole), Add SB, DD
(outer hole), 2 SB. Thread TG Diamond (short holes),
Add 2 SB, DD (outer hole) SB. Thread existing TG (short hole),
add 2 SB, TG (short hole). Re-thread SB, DD (outer hole).

Inner Ring of Starburst
6) Turn thread’s direction 180 degrees,
re-enter DD (through inner hole), continuing in 
a clockwise motion, add SB, thread DD (inner hole), 
add SB, thread DD (inner hole), add SB, thread
DD (inner hole). Add SB, then re-thread same holes
of same beads of inner ring of starburst. Pull to tighten.
After emerging from inner hole of DD, turn thread’s 
direction 180 degrees, enter that same DD’s outer hole.
Re-thread SB, TG (short hole), 2 SB, TG (short hole). Turn
thread’s direction 180 degrees, re-enter TG (long hole),
re-thread SB, DD (left hole).   

Bridge Connector Between Starbursts
7) Add SB, add DD (left hole), 5 SB (use alt. color), re-enter 
same DD (right hole). Add DD (left hole), thread existing DD 
(right hole), add DD (left hole), add DD (right hole), thread 
5 SB (use alt. color), turn thread’s direction, re-enter same DD
(left hole), add SB. Moving counter-clockwise, re-thread DD 
(left hole), SB, DD (left hole), 5 SB, DD (right hole), DD (left hole). 
Turn thread’s direction, re-enter same DD (right hole).

Bridge Connector Between Starbursts
8) Continuing in a counter-clockwise motion, add DD
(left hole), 5 SB (use alt. color), turn thread’s direction, re-enter 
same DD (right hole), Add SB, DD (right hole), add SB. Add 
DD (right hole), 5 SB (use alt. color), turn thread’s direction, 
re-enter same DD (left hole), thread existing DD (right hole), 
existing DD (left hole), existing DD (right hole). Re-thread same 
holes of same beads: DD (left hole), 5 SB, DD (right hole), SB, 
and finally, re-thread DD (right hole). This center DD will serve 
as the first DD of the next starburst in the bracelet.  

Repeat Steps & Attach Toggle/Clasp
9) Repeat steps 1 - 8 until the desired length of bracelet is beaded.
Create a seed bead loop by re-entering same DD (right hole) just 
emerged from, adding 7 SB, then looping back into last added DD (right hole).
Turn thread’s direction, re-enter DD (left hole), re-thread adjacent SB, 
TG (long hole), 4 SB. Tie a half-hitch knot,  dot knot with glue, and tuck knot 
inside TG (long hole). Using pliers, close jump ring around seed bead loop 
and Toggle/Clasp at left/right side of bracelet to finish. 

Finish
Here
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